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In the past few years we have seen m the
hterature a number of proposals for benchmarks to be used m measunng the performance of database management and transaction processing systems The TPl benchmark
[Anon et al 19851 and the Wlsconsm benchmark [Bitton et al 19831, [Boral and DeWltt
19841, and [Bltton and Turbyfill
19851 have
been used to benchmark several systems
Other benchmarks have also been proposed
The TPl benchmark actually consists of three
different benchmarks Deb+Credit,
Scan, and
Sort It 1s onented towards transaction processing systems Each of the benchmarks cons&s of a single transaction type and operates
on a large database -- around 10 GBytes The
database consists of artlficlal
data but 1s
modeled around data mamtamed by a large
bank
The DebitCredIt
benchmark consists of a
transaction that reads and updates a small
number (about 4) of random records
It
and
time
response
stringent
imposes
throughput requirements on the system
The Scan benchmark consists of a COBOL
program that exercises the system by executmg 1,000 scan transactions
each of which
accesses and updates 1,000 records m a
sequentially organized file
Finally, the Sort benchmark
of 100 bytes each

Measurement

sorts 1M records

Each of the benchmarks stresses different
aspects of the system Each requires different
amounts of CPU, commumcatlon,
and I/O
cycles In addltlon to the diversity of system
resource requirements the benchmark metho-

dology described m [Anon et al 19851 also
requires that the cost of the system be calculated
Thus, the final measure one obtams
from runnmg the TPl benchmark 1s $K/TPS
Whereas TPl 1s onented towards transactlon
processing the Wlsconsm benchmark was conceived for the purpose of measuring the performance of relational database systems It consists of two parts a smgle user benchmark m
which a suite of approximately
30 different
queries are used to obtam response time measures m standalone mode (described m [Bltton
et al 19831, and a multi-user benchmark m
which several queries of varying complexity
are used to determme the response time and
throughput behavior under a variety of condotlons (one version of the multi-user benchmark
1s described m [Boral and Dewitt 19841 and a
second version m [Bltton and Turbyfill 19851)
The test database consists of a number of relatlons of varying sizes The relations are generated according to statlstlcal
dlstnbutlons
and do not model any real world data Users
of the benchmark can modify the database
generator routmes to adapt the database
charactenstlcs so that they are more representative of their apphcatlon
It appears as though both the TPl and the
Wlsconsm benchmark have the potential of
becoming de facto standard benchmarks, m
their respective areas, to be used m a variety
of ways For example, a vendor could use the
benchmarks to stress test a system under
development
Another use for a vendor 1s m
estabhshmg a particular rating for a system
(equivalent MIPS Whetstones, etc for mamframes) Finally, a user can use a benchmark
to compare several systems before purchasmg
one
The purpose of this panel 1s to discuss the use
of benchmarkmg for measunng the performance of transactlon processmg systems and
database management systems m general and
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the use of the TPl
in particular

and Wlsconsm benchmarks

The panehsta have been chosen so that we
have a representation of experts m the partlcular benchmarks (Gawhck and Dewitt),
a
benchmark “consumer”
(Hawthorn),
and a
“performance expert” -- someone who understands benchmarkmg as a science/art (Bnce)
The panelists ~111 address the followmg issues
(as well as others rsused by the audience)
(1)

What are the strengths and weaknesses
of the TPl and Wlsconsm benchmarks?

(2)

Is benchmarking
a good technique for
of data
measurmg the performance
management and transaction processmg
systems?

(3)

What can these benchmarks tell us
about a system and what can they not
tell us about It?
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